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(57) ABSTRACT 

A vehicle navigation system and method. The system 
includes a unit located in a vehicle and coupled to a ?rst 
network, a tra?ic information center coupled to a second 
network, and a server coupled to the ?rst and second net 
Works. A trip plan is generated according to navigation infor 
mation, vehicle coordinates and trip request information 
received from the unit, and road information received from 
the tra?ic information center. The trip plan is sent to the unit 
for presentation. The trip plan includes trip overvieW infor 
mation and voice prompts associated With one or more land 
marks. A trip plan may be a tourist trip plan. 
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VEHICLE NAVIGATION SYSTEM AND 
METHOD 

PRIORITY CLAIM 

[0001] This application is a continuation of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 11/474,191 ?led Jun. 23,2006 Which is a 
continuation of US. patent application Ser. No. 11/352,520 
?led Feb. 10, 2006 Which is a reissue application of US. Pat. 
No. 6,691,026 issued Feb. 10, 2004 Which claims priority 
from earlier ?led US. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 
60/3 64,538 ?led Mar. 15, 2002, and is a Continuation-in-Part 
of US. patent application Ser. No. 09/884,856 ?led Jun. 18, 
2001, Which claims priority from earlier ?led U.S. Provi 
sional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/280,378 ?led Mar. 29, 
2001 all of Which are incorporated by reference in their 
entirety herein. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] This invention relates generally to communication 
and computing systems and methods and, more speci?cally, 
to a system and method for directing a motorist to a destina 
tion. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] With advances in on-board vehicle computer sys 
tems and Wireless technologies, vehicle navigation systems 
that provide users With current location and driving directions 
to a desired destination have become a reality. Vehicle navi 
gation systems have taken one of tWo forms: on-board sys 
tems and netWork-based systems. On-board systems are 
driven by a computer and associated database resident in each 
vehicle. These systems generate driving instructions based on 
user voice or keyboard input and map information stored in 
the on-board computing system. NetWork-based navigation 
systems do not rely on an on-board computer and associated 
database, but rather provide a voice interface to an off-vehicle 
computer or human information provider. 
[0004] Signi?cant disadvantages exist With both forms of 
vehicle navigation systems. The on-board navigation system 
requires expensive and quickly outdated computer hardWare. 
Moreover, With the on-board computing approach, the data 
base needs to be updated periodically to maintain current 
navigation information. Indeed, such systems can never 
really be up to date or comprehensive as they rely on external 
updates, typically via a CD-ROM or other removable elec 
tronic storage medium. The netWork-based system requires 
an open Wireless link to the server. In these systems, the user 
typically dials a number and gives their starting and ending 
addresses (current location and destination). The system 
computes the route and vocally recites it to the user turn by 
turn. If the user hangs up, or is otherWise disconnected, they 
need to call again and give their neW location and the desti 
nation address. Maintaining an active phone connection, 
especially in a situation involving long distance travel, is 
inef?cient and expensive, as Well as distracting to the vehicle 
user. 

[0005] In addition, existing vehicle navigation systems pro 
vide directions based on street and road names. Directions 
provided in this manner do not provide a great comfort to 
drivers, because drivers neW to an area are uncomfortable 
When traveling Without a distinct knoWledge that they are in 
the correct place. 
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[0006] Thus, there is a need for a system and method that 
addresses the disadvantages associated With current attempts 
at vehicle navigation systems. 

SUMMARY 

[0007] The present invention provides a vehicle navigation 
system and method. The system includes a unit located in a 
vehicle and coupled to a ?rst netWork, a tra?ic information 
center coupled to a second netWork, and a server coupled to 
the ?rst and second netWorks. The unit includes a ?rst com 
ponent that initiates a trip request, a second component that 
determines vehicle coordinates, and a user interface. The 
traf?c information center generates road information. The 
server includes a receiving component that receives the deter 
mined vehicle coordinates and the trip request information 
from the unit over a netWork. The server also includes a 
component that retrieves road information from the tra?ic 
information center based on the received vehicle coordinates 
and the trip request information, and memory that stores 
navigation information. The server includes a trip plan com 
ponent that generates a trip plan according to the navigation 
information, the received vehicle coordinates, the trip request 
information, and the retrieved road information, and a trans 
mission component that sends the generated trip plan to the 
unit. The generated trip plan includes a table of locations of 
the trip plan With associated navigation prompts. The user 
interface presents the navigation prompts based on present 
vehicle location information. 

[0008] In accordance With further aspects of the invention, 
the user interface includes a component that compares 
present vehicle coordinates to the trip plan table. The user 
interface presents a navigation prompt, if, according to the 
comparison component, the vehicle coordinates are Within a 
threshold value from a location in the table associated With 
the navigation prompt. 
[0009] In accordance With still further aspects of the inven 
tion, the unit further includes a component that determines 
distance of the vehicle coordinates to the trip plan. If the 
vehicle coordinates are determined not to be Within a thresh 
old value from the trip plan, a component makes a request to 
pause the trip plan, and to resume the trip plan When 
instructed. 
[0010] In accordance With yet other aspects of the inven 
tion, the trip plan component generates trip overvieW infor 
mation. 

[0011] In accordance With other aspects of the invention, 
the trip plan further includes one or more voice prompts 
associated With one or more landmarks. 

[0012] In accordance With further aspects of the invention, 
the present invention generates tourist information based on 
the vehicle location information at a server, sends the tourist 
information from the server to the vehicle over the netWork, 
and presents the tourist information in the vehicle. 

[0013] As Will be readily appreciated from the foregoing 
summary, the invention provides a system and method for 
easing the burden of driving in unfamiliar areas. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0014] The preferred and alternative embodiments of the 
present invention are described in detail beloW With reference 
to the folloWing draWings. 
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[0015] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating the general architec 
ture of a system that operates in accordance With the present 
invention; and 
[0016] FIGS. 2-4 are How charts illustrating various 
embodiments performed by the system shoWn in FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

[0017] The present invention, as shoWn in FIG. 1, is a 
vehicle navigation system 10 that includes a vehicle 12 With 
an in-vehicle telematic control unit (TCU) 14. TCU 14 is in 
Wireless communication With a server 16 over a netWork 18. 
Network 18 preferably includes components for receiving 
Wireless signals from TCU 14 and converting the signals for 
Wire or Wireless transmission to server 16. The netWork 18 is 
preferably the Internet, but could be any public or private data 
netWork. NetWork 18 includes a gateWay (not shoWn) that can 
send and receive Wireless signals to and from TCU 14, and 
can communicate through other components (e.g., routers) in 
the netWork to server 16. The Wireless signals include infor 
mation that is preferably in packet form, although the infor 
mation may be in alternative forms. TCU 14 includes a pro 
cessor 20 coupled to a user interface 22, a global positioning 
system (GPS) unit 24, a radio module 26, and local storage or 
memory 28. User interface 22 preferably includes a speaker 
and a microphone (not shoWn), and may include a display. 
The user interface may also include on-or-off screen user 
interface buttons. Radio module 26 is capable of sending and 
receiving both voice and data. Server 16 includes a processor 
30 and a database 32 that holds vehicle navigation informa 
tion: maps, road conditions and terrain, lane information and 
changes, touring instructions, etc. Server 16 also receives 
road and tra?ic information over netWork 18 from a tra?ic 
information center 40, such as a local neWs agency or gov 
ernment transportation department. 
[0018] System 10 of the present invention minimiZes the 
amount of airtime usedbetWeen TCU 14 and server 16 to send 
a trip plan. When a user asks the system for directions, the 
vehicle’s local coordinates (as determined by GPS unit 24) 
are sent from TCU 14 to server 16 over netWork 18. The user 
also speci?es their destination to the TCU. Entry of the user’s 
navigation instruction request, including the destination 
information, is preferably done vocally through the micro 
phone, but may be accomplished by other data entry means, 
such as via user interface buttons. The TCU transmits the 
vocaliZed destination to server 16. The server calculates the 
trip plan and generates a table of locations (expressed as 
location coordinates, such as GPS coordinates) and the cor 
responding navigation prompts (e.g. turn left onto HoWel St.). 
These navigation prompts are preferably voice prompts, but 
may include other forms of user noti?cation, such as textual 
messages or different audible, visual, or other signals. The 
table With navigation prompts is sent to TCU 14 in vehicle 12. 
In an alternate embodiment, the navigation prompts are sent 
as an audio ?le (assuming voice prompts), such as a WAV ?le 
or an MP3 ?le. 

[0019] In another embodiment, the table includes locations 
identi?ed in text form that are displayed or converted to audio 
by a text-to-speech (TTS) component of processor 20. The 
navigation prompts could also include recordings of common 
Words such as “tum,” “left,” “onto, street,” and “avenue,” or 
segments of Words (i.e. “turn left onto”). The Word or segment 
recordings are sent once by server 16 to TCU 14 and stored in 
TCU 14, or are previously saved in TCU 14. The sent trip plan 
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table includes a location voice prompt (i.e., “HoWell Street”) 
and an address identi?er. TCU 14 generates a voice direction 
instruction by combining the stored Word or segment record 
ing associated With the address identi?er and the location 
voice prompt. As the vehicle moves according to the trip plan 
and arrives at a location Whose GPS coordinates match those 
of an entry in the table, the corresponding voice prompt is 
played through the speakers to the system user. This process 
is described in more detail in FIG. 2. 

[0020] FIG. 2 is a How diagram ofa process performed by 
system 10 shoWn in FIG. 1. First, at block 50, the user initiates 
a trip request. Trip request initiation can occur in a number of 
Ways. For example, the user may select a trip request button 
included in user interface 22, or speak a start trip request 
command into the microphone that is interpreted by voice 
recognition softWare executed by processor 20; either action 
causes processor 20 to begin a trip request. At blocks 52 and 
54, the initiated trip request causes TCU 14 to send the vehi 
cle’s GPS coordinates and any user-entered instructions of the 
destination to server 16. At block 56, server 16 interprets the 
voice instructions to determine the destination. Interpreting 
includes performing voice recognition processing. Next, at 
block 58, server 16 generates a trip plan according to traf?c 
and road maintenance information retrieved from the tra?ic 
information center 40, vehicle navigation information such as 
stored map or other navigation information, the vehicle GPS 
coordinates, and the interpreted voice instructions of the des 
tination. At block 60, a table of locations is generated for the 
trip plan. The table includes trip plan information, such as 
landmarks, turns, road changes, or other signi?cant travel 
related information. Each location entry in the table includes 
an associated voice or text prompt. For example, a voice 
prompt may be “tum left on Elm Street, you should see a taco 
restaurant on the corner.” The number of landmarks used in a 
trip plan can vary depending upon user desires for navigating 
With more or less landmarks.At block 62, the trip plan includ 
ing the table is sent to the TCU. 

[0021] At decision block 64, once the vehicle receives the 
trip plan table, TCU 14 determines if the vehicle is adhering 
to the trip plan. The TCU periodically checks the vehicle’s 
GPS location and determines if it is on the trip plan or Within 
a threshold value from the trip plan. This threshold value may 
be a function of the distance from a knoWn location in the trip 
plan, or location relative to knoWn geographic marks, or some 
combination of various factors. Within the threshold value, 
the system can document the present location of the vehicle in 
relation to the trip plan and chart the navigational path to 
return to the trip plan or a modi?ed trip plan. If the vehicle is 
not adhering to the trip plan, the process continues as shoWn 
in FIG. 3. If the TCU determines the vehicle is adhering to the 
trip plan, the TCU determines Whether the vehicle is at an 
identi?ed location Within the trip plan table (decision block 
68). If the vehicle is not at a location identi?ed in the trip plan 
table, the process continues checking locations according to 
decision blocks 64 and 68. If the vehicle is at a location in the 
trip plan table or Within a threshold value from a location in 
the table, TCU 14 plays the voice prompt associated With the 
location in the table that corresponds to the vehicle’s location 
(block 70). In another embodiment, voice recordings associ 
ated With pre-stored symbols are played in series With a 
proper-noun street identi?er. Then, the process continues 
checking vehicle location according to decision blocks 64 
and 68. 
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[0022] As shown in FIG. 3, if it is determined, at decision 
block 64, that the vehicle is not adhering to the trip plan, a 
voice prompt asks the user if they are taking a temporary 
detour from the trip plan and plan on returning to the trip plan, 
or are canceling the trip plan (decision block 71). The voice 
prompt is stored at TCU 14 or sent to TCU 14 from server 16. 
If the user responds With a desire to discontinue the trip plan, 
the trip plan is canceled (block 72). HoWever, if the user 
responds With an indication that they do not desire to cancel 
the trip plan, for example because of a detour for food or other 
reasons, TCU 14 or server 16 inquires Whether the user Would 
like to continue With the present trip plan or Would like a neW 
trip plan after the detour (decision block 74). If the user 
responds With a request to continue using the present trip 
plan, TCU 14 present voice prompts from the present trip plan 
after the user indicates a restart (block 76). HoWever, if the 
user responds With a request for a neW trip plan, TCU 14 sends 
present vehicle GPS coordinates to server 16 (block 78). 
Then, the process reverts to block 58 in FIG. 2 using the neW 
vehicle coordinate and the previous voice instructions of the 
destination. 
[0023] In an alternate embodiment, the system may cache 
parts of a voice prompt that are later combined by processor 
20 to create a navigation instruction. For example, TCU 14 
receives the folloWing voice prompts from server 16: 
[0024] (a) “tum left onto HoWell Street”; 
[0025] (b) “tum left onto 4th Avenue”. 
[0026] A caching component performed by processor 20 
caches 3 sub-prompts: 
[0027] #17 “turn left” 
[0028] #18 “HoWell Street” 
[0029] #19 “4th Avenue”. 
[0030] The tag identi?ers for the (a) and (b) voice prompts 
include tag identi?ers for the sub-prompts (i.e. a:#17 #18; 
b:#17 #19). So in effect, in this alternate embodiment, each 
tag is a series of sub-tags. Server 16 may send just the tag 
identi?ers for the sub-prompts. Processor 20 combines the 
sub-prompts according to the order the tag identi?ers Were 
received and presents the combination to the user. 
[0031] Maps can also be cached at TCU 14. When a route is 
retrieved, a request is made for additional maps that either 
intersect the route or are Within a speci?ed proximity of any 
point along the route. For example, When a route is retrieved, 
a request is made for one square mile maps that either inter 
sect the route or are Within one mile of any point along the 
route. The present invention preferably uses a uniform map 
siZe and position, for example based on one square mile map 
tiles, regularly spaced and non-overlapping, thereby making 
map retrieval and caching easy 
[0032] FIG. 4 is a How diagram of an alternative process 
performed by system 10 shoWn in FIG. 1. First, at block 80, 
the user sends a trip request to server 16 (see blocks 50-56 of 
FIG. 2). At block 82, the server calculates a trip plan, creates 
a trip plan table according to the calculated trip plan, and 
sends the trip plan table to the user’s TCU 14. The trip plan 
table includes locations and associated navigation (preferably 
voice) prompts. At block 84, as the user is traveling according 
to their trip plan, TCU 14 compares the vehicle’s present 
location (preferably GPS generated) to the received table. At 
decision block 86, if the vehicle’s present location is not in the 
trip plan table, the process returns to block 84, Where it 
continues comparing the vehicle’s present location to the 
entries in the trip plan table. If there is a corresponding loca 
tion entry in the trip plan table, the logic proceeds to decision 
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block 88. At decision block 88, if the table has a correspond 
ing stored voice prompt, TCU 14 retrieves and plays the 
corresponding stored voice prompt (block 90). If, at decision 
block 88, TCU 14 determines that a corresponding voice 
prompt does not exist in the table or elseWhere in memory 28, 
the TCU sends a request to the server to send a voice prompt 
according to a tag identi?er that indicates the missing voice 
prompt (block 92). At block 94, server 16 sends the requested 
voice prompt. At block 96, the TCU plays the received voice 
prompt. At block 98, the TCU stores the received voice 
prompt for possible later use. At block 100, the TCU purges 
saved voice prompts according to a scheduled purge request, 
to a user purge request, or to a purge request sent from the 
server 16. 

[0033] In an alternate embodiment, the steps performed at 
blocks 82-84 are performed at server 16, and the server does 
not send the table to the requester, but compares the vehicle’s 
present location (GPS generated) to the server- generated 
table. If an associated voice prompt is present, the server 
sends a tag identi?er associated With the voice prompt to TCU 
14. The TCU compares the sent tag identi?er to previously 
received voice prompts that are stored in memory 28 accord 
ing to assigned tag identi?ers. If an appropriate voice prompt 
is in memory 28, processor 20 retrieves it and presents it to the 
user via user interface 22. If a voice prompt is not found, TCU 
14 sends a request to server 16 for the actual voice prompt, 
Which is presented to the user When received from the server. 

[0034] In one embodiment, the generated trip plan includes 
a voice overview of the generated trip plan. The longest 
stretches of road in the trip plan, preferably the four longest 
stretches of road, are determined. The determined longest 
stretches are converted to voice and included in the voice 
overvieW in the order in Which the stretches occur in the trip 
plan. For example, if one is to travel from Seattle to San 
Francisco, the voice overvieW is as folloWs: “I-5 South, I-205 
South, I-5 South, I-80 West.” A stretch of road in the trip is 
selected for the voice overvieW based on a stretch of length 
threshold value, the length of the stretch relative to other 
stretches in the trip plan, or an identi?er associated With a 
stretch that identi?es the stretch of road as a trip overvieW 
stretch of road. 

[0035] For shorter trips, the effective lengths of the road 
segments are preferably altered by adding lengths of minor 
stretches of adjacent or connected road to the road segments. 
For example, if a short trip takes a person onto a highWay and 
then off that hi ghWay at the next exit, that segment of road (the 
highWay) is relatively short. The length of the onramp and off 
ramp is added to the highWay segment to give the highWay 
segment more length so that it can be used in a trip plan 
overvieW for a short trip. In other Words, if a hi ghWay segment 
is 0.25 miles long, and the preceding onramp and folloWing 
off ramp are 0.1 and 0.35 miles, respectively, the device that 
generates the trip plan overvieW considers the ramps as part of 
the highWay segment. In this case, the highWay segment is 
considered 0.7 miles long. 
[0036] In another embodiment, server 16 generates a tour 
guide trip plan table or presents tour guide information While 
in an area. A driver that is neW in toWn, such as a tourist or a 

business traveler, requests tour guide information. TCU 14 
receives tour guide voice prompts and associated location 
information from server 16 based on vehicle location infor 
mation sent to server 16 and the user’s request. TCU 14 
presents a tour guide voice prompt if the vehicle’s location is 
Within a threshold distance of the location associated With the 
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voice prompt. An example voice prompt is: “The church 
approaching on your left is historically signi?cant. Wouldyou 
like to hear about it?” With the driver’s acceptance, TCU 14 
plays a recorded script received from server 16. The recorded 
script could be read as text-to-speech, or from pre-recorded 
voice talent. The driver is given the option of hearing more 
about the church, or possibly moving to other topics (i.e., 
other churches in the area, general information about regional 
architecture, etc.) 
[0037] In an alternate embodiment, server 16 responds to 
speci?c service requests made by a user While traveling. For 
example, a user may Wish to knoW about the nearest location 
of some kind of business service. For example, While on a 
road trip the kids in a vehicle are getting hungry and Want 
piZZa. The driver tells TCU 14 that they Want to knoW Where 
the nearest piZZa parlor is. The piZZa parlor request and 
present vehicle location information are sent to the server 16. 
Server 16 determines if any piZZa parlors are proximate to the 
vehicle based on the vehicle location information, and sends 
information about proximate piZZa parlors to TCU 14. TCU 
14 announces When a piZZa parlor is nearby, or provides the 
distance and directions to the nearest piZZa parlor. The 
response from server 16 may be immediate, or may take some 
time before server 16 identi?es a proximate piZZa parlor. 
Other businesses or service requests could be banks, super 
markets, drug stores, etc. 
[0038] In an alternate embodiment, extra maps, navigation 
information, or other information are sent to TCU 14 When 
server 16 determines that the vehicle is coming close to the 
edge of a Wireless communication coverage area. Server 16 
makes this determination based on vehicle coordinate infor 
mation sent to server 16 by TCU 14 and knoWn Wireless 
coverage information or based on a strength value of any 
signals communicated betWeen TCU 14 and server 16. In one 
embodiment, after server 16 determines that the vehicle is 
coming close to the edge of a Wireless communication cov 
erage area, a prompt is sent to TCU 14. The prompt asks the 
user if they desire to receive the extra maps, navigation infor 
mation, or other information. If the user positively responds 
to the prompt, TCU 14 noti?es server 16 to send the associ 
ated information. Then, server 16 sends the associated infor 
mation. 

[0039] In another embodiment, an area information prompt 
is sent to TCU 14 by server 16. The area information prompt 
asks the user if they Wish to receive information about areas 
(neighborhoods/towns) that the user Will be traveling 
through, or information about the next N miles of the user’s 
present trip. If the user positively responds to the area infor 
mation prompt, TCU 14 noti?es server 16 to send the asso 
ciated information. Then, server 16 sends the associated 
information. 

[0040] In another embodiment, server 16 sends map dis 
play information via netWork 18 to TCU 14. TCU 14 uses a 

personal data assistant (PDAiWIIIdOWS CE, Palm, etc.) as a 
display device to present the sent map display information. 
The customer plugs the PDA into a car-mounted cradle that 
provides a Wired connection to TCU 14. The PDA may also be 
connected to TCU 14 via a Wireless connection, for example 
bluetooth/802.l 1, When Within a predetermined distance 
from TCU 14. In the Wireless example, TCU 14 or radio 
module 26 and the PDA include Wireless communication 
components for sending and receiving Wireless communica 
tion to and from the PDA. When a PDA is coupled to TCU 14, 
the PDA becomes the display device of TCU user interface 
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22. Processor 20 of TCU 14 sends map display information 
received from server 16 to the PDA. The PDA includes a 
display processor that processes the received map display 
information and displays the processed map display informa 
tion on the display of the PDA. The PDA may also directly 
display the map display information on the display of the 
PDA if the map display information is in the display format of 
the PDA. 
[0041] The map display information includes details infor 
mation. The details information includes more information 
about features shoWn in the displayed map. The PDA may 
include an application program that alloWs the user to vieW 
more information about a road feature or a more complicated 
feature displayed on the map presented on the display of the 
PDA. By clicking on the road or more complicated feature, 
like a park or coastline, the application program retrieves 
feature name and perhaps other feature information based on 
the details information, and highlights or presents the 
retrieved information on the display of the PDA. 
[0042] A destination address may be selected out of an 
address book in the driver’s PDA. The selected destination 
address is sent to server 16, Whereby the server sends map 
information to TCU 14 based on the sent destination address. 
Then, TCU 14 displays the received map information on the 
PDA display. 
[0043] While the preferred embodiment of the invention 
has been illustrated and described, as noted above, many 
changes can be made Without departing from the spirit and 
scope of the invention. For example, the types of communi 
cation betWeen the vehicle and the server may be all Wireless, 
the components of the server may be distributed over the 
netWork, and the location identi?er may be a non-satellite 
system that determines vehicle location based on ground 
based transmitters. Also, the order of the steps performed in 
the described embodiments may be altered Without departing 
from the scope of the invention. By Way of example, the steps 
performed at blocks 96 and 98, playing and storing received 
voice prompts, could be performed in the reverse order. 
Accordingly, the scope of the invention is not limited by the 
disclosure of the preferred embodiment. 

The embodiments of the invention in Which an exclusive 
property or privilege is: claimed are de?ned as folloWs: 

1 . A vehicle navigation method comprising: initiating a trip 
request, including trip request information; determining 
vehicle coordinates; sending vehicle coordinates and the 
entered trip request information to a server over a netWork; 
retrieving at the server road information based on the vehicle 
coordination and entered trip request information from an 
information center over a netWork connection; generating a 
trip plan according to navigation information stored in a 
memory associated With the server, the vehicle coordinates, 
the trip request information, and the retrieved road informa 
tion, Wherein the generated trip plan includes a table of loca 
tions of the trip plan With associated navigation prompts; 
sending the generated trip plan table to the vehicle over the 
netWork; comparing present vehicle coordinates to the trip 
plan table; and if, according to the comparison, the vehicle 
coordinates are Within a threshold value from a location in the 
table, presenting the navigation prompt associated With the 
location in the table that is Within the threshold value of the 
vehicle’s location. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the road information 
includes traf?c information. 
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3. The method of claim 1, wherein the navigation prompts 
include voice prompts. 

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising determining 
if the vehicle is adhering to the trip plan, Wherein determining 
adherence comprises: determining distance of the vehicle 
coordinates to the trip plan; and if the vehicle coordinates are 
not Within a threshold value from the trip plan, making a 
request to pause the trip plan, and resuming the trip plan When 
instructed. 

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein generating comprises 
generating trip overview information, and further compris 
ing: presenting the trip overvieW information Within the 
vehicle. 

6. The method of claim 5, Wherein the trip overvieW infor 
mation includes a voice prompt that includes legs of the trip 
plan that meet a predetermined trip overvieW requirement. 

7. The method of claim 1, Wherein the trip plan further 
includes one or more voice prompts associated With one or 

more landmarks. 

8. A vehicle navigation system comprising: a unit located 
in a vehicle, the unit comprising: a ?rst component con?gured 
to initiate a trip request; a second component con?gured to 
determine vehicle coordinates; and a user interface; a tra?ic 
information center coupled to a netWork con?gured to gen 
erate road information; and a server comprising: a receiving 
component con?gured to receive the determined vehicle 
coordinates and the trip request information from the unit 
over a netWork; a component con?gured to retrieve road 
information from the tra?ic information center based on the 
received vehicle coordinates and the trip request information; 
a memory con?gured to store navigation information; a trip 
plan component con?gured to generate a trip plan according 
to the navigation information, the received vehicle coordi 
nates, the trip request information, and the retrieved road 
information, Wherein the generated trip plan includes a table 
of locations of the trip plan With associated navigation 
prompts; and a transmission component con?gured to send 
the generated trip plan to the unit, Wherein the user interface 
is con?gured to present the navigation prompts based on 
present vehicle location information. 

9. The system of claim 8, Wherein the user interface com 
prises: a component con?gured to compare present vehicle 
coordinates to the trip plan table, Wherein the user interface 
presents a navigation prompt, if, according to the comparison 
component, the vehicle coordinates are Within a threshold 
value from a location in the table associated With the naviga 
tion prompt. 

10. The system of claim 8, Wherein the road information 
includes tra?ic information. 

11. The system of claim 8, Wherein the navigation prompts 
include voice prompts. 

12. The system of claim 8, Wherein the unit further com 
prises: a component con?gured to determine distance of the 
vehicle coordinates to the trip plan; and a component con?g 
ured to make a request to pause the trip plan, and to resume the 
trip plan When instructed, if the vehicle coordinates are deter 
mined to not be Within a threshold value from the trip plan. 

13. The system of claim 8, Wherein the trip plan component 
is further con?gured to generate trip overvieW information, 
and the user interface is further con?gured to present the trip 
overvieW information Within the vehicle. 
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14. The system of claim 13, Wherein the trip overvieW 
information includes a voice prompt that includes legs of the 
trip plan that meet a predetermined trip overvieW require 
ment. 

15. The system of claim 8, Wherein the trip plan further 
includes one or more voice prompts associated With one or 
more landmarks. 

16. A vehicle navigation method comprising: initiating a 
trip request, including trip request information; determining 
vehicle coordinates; sending vehicle coordinates and the 
entered trip request information to a server over a netWork; 
retrieving at the server road information based on the vehicle 
coordinates and entered trip request information from an 
information center over a netWork connection; generating a 
trip plan according to navigation information stored in a 
memory associated With the server, the vehicle coordinates, 
the trip request information, and the retrieved road informa 
tion, Wherein the generated trip plan includes an electronic 
map and a table of locations of the trip plan With associated 
navigation prompts; sending the generated trip plan table to 
the vehicle over the netWork; comparing present vehicle coor 
dinates to the trip plan table; if, according to the comparison, 
the vehicle coordinates are Within a threshold value from a 
location in the table, presenting the navigation prompt asso 
ciated With the location in the table that is Within the threshold 
value of the vehicle’s location; sending the sent electronic 
map to a personal data assistant (PDA); and displaying the 
electronic map on a display of the PDA based on the vehicle’s 
present location. 

17. The method of claim 16, Wherein the electronic map is 
Wirelessly sent to the PDA. 

18. The method of claim 16, Wherein the electronic map 
includes detail information that is displayed on the display of 
the PDA upon selection of an associated feature using a user 
interface device of the PDA. 

19. A vehicle navigation system comprising: a unit located 
in a vehicle, the unit comprising: a ?rst component con?gured 
to initiate a trip request; a second component con?gured to 
determine vehicle coordinates; and a user interface; a per 
sonal data assistant (PDA) coupled to the unit, the PDA com 
prising a display and a user interface; a tra?ic information 
center coupled to a netWork con?gured to generate road infor 
mation; and a server comprising: a receiving component con 
?gured to receive the determined vehicle coordinates and the 
trip request information from the unit over a netWork; a com 
ponent con?gured to retrieve road information from the traf 
?c information center based on the received vehicle coordi 
nates and the trip request information; a memory con?gured 
to store navigation information; a trip plan component con 
?gured to generate a trip plan according to the navigation 
information, the received vehicle coordinates, the trip request 
information, and the retrieved road information, Wherein the 
generated trip plan includes an electronic map and a table of 
locations of the trip plan With associated navigation prompts; 
and a transmission component con?gured to send the gener 
ated trip plan to the unit, Wherein the user interface is con?g 
ured to present the navigation prompts based on present 
vehicle location information, Wherein the electronic map is 
sent to the PDA and the PDA displays the electronic map on 
the display. 

20. The system of claim 19, Wherein the electronic map is 
Wirelessly sent from the unit to the PDA. 

21. The system of claim 19, Wherein the electronic map 
includes detail information that is displayed on the display of 
the PDA upon selection of an associated feature using the user 
interface of the PDA. 


